Abberley Neighbourhood Plan Meeting - Nov 1st
Present : Godfrey Crompton, Kate Andrew, Catherine Knight, Rachel Pallett, Jim Gibson, Mac
Macbeth, Meryl Roberts, Ning Kedwards
Apologies : Libby Tassell
Declaration of Interests : None
Minutes of last meeting : Approved
Item 4 : Approve to pay the request for PCC Room Hire (Abberley Neighbourhood Plan)
Item 5 : Update on Final Stats for questionnaire following return date extension.
145 responses
Can the data be classed as Authoritative - Yes
Do we need a disclaimer to state the data gathered has not been validated?
Leaving Survey open increased and gave a better spread of Villagers views.
Make Questionnaire data available
Item 6 : Progress with working group text
Make contact with Clifton PCC members to gauge costs for maps - KA
Identify what the committee members are able to understate in the plan and what we need
to pay external resource to undertake - planning policies
Formulate objectives
Format of text tbc - Overview, headings, structural context, policies etc, suggestion is to
create a template that each working group can adhere to. Catherine Knight to create a template for
the next meeting that the committee can agree upon. Headings, policy elements etc.
Why do we need the plan?
Rachel Pallett has produced a very good document to use as a template
Can we identify the major farms and owners, identify the farm boundaries

Item 7 : Next Steps in relation to project plan and timetable
Go through the Kempsey and Clifton plans and identify the good sections that would be
worth using as structure.
Mac Macbeth to start the public consultation appendix
Meryl to compare and contrast Clifton and Kempsey
Mac to start the Public conflation list
Godfrey to attempt to export Clifton text from PDF
CK to do Housing
JG to do Infrastructure
KA to do Environment
CA to produce template

Additional Photographs of significant views from Abberley
Malvern Hills
Teme Valley
Clee Hill
Towards Worcester
Item 8 : AOB
Item 9 : Next meeting Nov 22nd

